Recent studies have found that stringer-to-cross-girder connections in riveted railway bridges are susceptible to fatigue cracking, caused by secondary, deformation induced effects. These effects are difficult to interpret in terms of a single applied stress descriptor, which is customarily used in an S-N assessment. In order to address this problem, the results of a global-local finite element analysis of a riveted railway bridge are used in this paper within the context of the theory of critical distances (TCD). Using the TCD in the way proposed by Taylor [1], fatigue damage (a) is shown to converge upon mesh refinement and (b) is found to be relatively sensitive to the selection of the characteristic dimension of the critical volume. Furthermore, comparisons of the TCD-based method with its more traditional, detail-specific S-N counterpart, reveal that the latter can underestimate fatigue damage, in some cases by a factor of 3.5.
In this paper, the TCD is applied to various parts of the bridge connection investigated previously [6, 12] . For this reason, the BS 5400 medium traffic trains [4] are initially traversed over a short span bridge. Following the FE analysis, histories of the average, over a volume, principal stress are obtained at various critical locations within the connection and the fatigue damage is estimated using the plain (un-notched) material S-N curve and Miner's rule. The method is tested in terms of its convergence characteristics as well as its sensitivity to the selection of the size of the critical volume. Having explored the method's robustness, fatigue life estimates are obtained using the TCD and compared to the estimates obtained from the more traditional S-N approach, which relies on the nominal stress.
The theory of critical distances (TCD)
The concept behind the TCD is that the fatigue behaviour of notches does not depend on a single stress concentration. Rather, fatigue is influenced by the stress distribution ahead of the stress concentration and, therefore, on the stress gradient [1, 8, 11] . The idea was initially put forward during the middle of the previous century by Neuber [13] and Peterson [14] . Neuber proposed the use of a reference stress averaged along a line of a given length (line method). Peterson simplified this further by considering the stress at a point, which is located a certain distance ahead of the stress concentration (point method). With the extensive development and use of the FE method during recent years, which allows the analysis of complex, 3D geometries, reasonably accurate descriptions of the stress fields ahead of stress concentrations can be obtained. This fact, combined with the advances in the field of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM), has led, during the last decade, to the development of other critical distance methods [8, 11] .
A key feature in any such method is the definition of the critical distance. This distance is characteristic of the zone within which the physical processes leading to fatigue crack initiation are presumed to take place. This suggests that, unlike the traditional theory, which relies on stress definition at a single point, damage within the TCD context is associated with a finite volume.
Moreover, by linking the fatigue limit Δσ 0 of an un-notched specimen to the threshold stress intensity ΔK th , the critical distance L may be calculated according to [11] 
It has to be noted that, since ΔK th and Δσ 0 are both material properties, Eq. (1) implies that L will also be a material property.
Having established L, the next step is to define an appropriate stress measure (characteristic stress), which is associated with L and used in fatigue calculations. Different methods have been proposed in the past to that effect. A method which is akin to Peterson's approach considers the maximum principal stress σ p(max) at a single point (point method), at a distance of L/2 from the tip of the notch, as shown in Fig. 1(a) [1, 11] . A somewhat different method is the line method, which averages the maximum principal stresses σ p(max) along a line of length 2L, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The averaging of principal stresses is carried out according to [1, 11] 
A third method is the semi-circular area (area method), which averages principal stresses over a semicircular region. This region is centred at the notch tip and has a radius of 1.32L [1] .
While the previously mentioned methods are suitable for tackling 2D geometries, for 3D applications, Taylor and his co-workers [1] have proposed the use of the volume method, which relies on averaging principal stresses over a hemisphere centred at the tip of the notch with a radius of 1.54L.
The constants 1.32 and 1.54, associated with the area and volume methods, respectively, arise from the area and volume integration of the crack tip singular stress fields [1] .
Once the characteristic stress is obtained, it is then compared to the Constant Amplitude Fatigue Limit (CAFL) of the plain (un-notched) material in order to determine whether fatigue failure will occur.
By comparing analytical and experimental results, the accuracy of the point, line and area methods in predicting the CAFL of notched components has been tested extensively by Taylor and other researchers [11, [15] [16] [17] [18] . These investigations were carried out on a wide range of notch geometries such as circular holes [11, 15] , corner fillets [16, 17] , semi-circular edge notches and centre notches ranging from blunt to sharp [15, 18] . The validity of the TCD has been tested for different materials, such as steel [11, 15, 16, 18] , cast iron [15, 17, 18] and aluminium [15, 18] . Furthermore, the TCD has been applied to a number of components ranging from cylindrical bars [15, 18] and plates [11, 15, 18] to car suspension arms [16] and ship components [17] . These investigations have demonstrated that the difference between the CAFL predicted by the TCD compared with the experimental values is within 20%.
While the previously mentioned investigations were carried out for constant amplitude loading, it was shown in [16] that the TCD is also capable of predicting fatigue life under variable amplitude loading by using the characteristic stress in conjunction with the plain material S-N curve. The accuracy of the TCD for the fatigue assessment of welded joints [19, 20] , under multiaxial stress conditions [21, 22] and for fretting fatigue problems [23] has also been verified.
Following this brief discussion on the TCD, the FE analysis is presented in the next section. In the present investigation, the TCD is used in conjunction with variable amplitude loading resulting from the passage of trains over a short-span, riveted bridge in order to estimate the fatigue damage and the remaining life of a critical connection.
Finite element analysis

Bridge finite element model
The global-local FE model of the bridge is shown in Fig. 2(a) . Fig. 2 (b) depicts in detail the connection shown in Fig. 2(a) as well as the nomenclature used to identify its components. The entire model, which was described in more detail and validated in [6] , consists of approximately 67000 brick elements and 20000 shell elements. The FE analyses are carried out assuming linear elastic material behaviour. Two levels of clamping are assumed for all rivets, i.e. a low to moderate clamping stress of 100 MPa and a high clamping stress of 200 MPa.
The bridge is loaded with the BS 5400 medium traffic trains [4] , which are traversed in 1 m steps over one track of the bridge, as shown in Fig. 2(a) , up to the point of load repetition caused by the passage of similar wagons following the engine car. The number of analysis steps vary between 35 and 45 depending on the train traversed over the bridge. The train axle loads are applied quasi-statically directly onthe top flange of the stringers thus neglecting dynamic amplification and any beneficial effects associated with the load spread on the rails and sleepers.
Material properties
The bridge is assumed to be made from wrought iron, a material that was extensively used in the mid-to latter part of the 19 th century. The value of Young's modulus for wrought iron has been found to vary between about 170 and 220 GPa [24] [25] [26] , having an average value of approximately 200 GPa.
This value is used here together with a Poisson's ratio of 0.3.
With regard to the threshold stress intensity range, a value of ΔK th =13.5 MPa·m 1/2 is assumed.
This value was suggested in [27] following a series of crack growth experiments on wrought iron at a load ratio of 0.1. For the fatigue limit Δσ 0 of plain wrought iron material, the value of 183 MPa is used, which is based on fatigue tests at a load ratio of 0.1 [24] . There are only limited experimental data on fatigue properties of this material, and the values proposed herein should be used with caution.
By using the assumed values of ΔK th and Δσ 0 in Eq. (1), a critical distance value of L=1.73 mm is obtained.
Fatigue damage calculation
In a previous investigation [6] , the critical regions within the connection were found to be typically located along the perimeter of the rivet holes on the face of the connection angle in contact with the cross-girder and stringer webs, along the angle fillet, and around the perimeter of the rivets at the head-to-shank intersection. It has to be mentioned that notch tips, and hence their respective volumes, are, in general, not unique. For example, in Fig. 3 notch tips are located all around the circumference at the surface of the hole. In the same manner, several notch tips, and hence several critical volumes, may be identified along the depth of the angle fillet in Fig. 4 and around the circumference of the rivet head-to-shank intersection (Fig. 5) . In order to obtain the stress history, which is used in subsequent fatigue damage calculations, the procedure is applied at each load step of the FE analysis. Several stress histories are thus generated corresponding to the different notch tips. Fig. 6 (a) depicts a typical stress (σ ave ) history at the edge of a hole. For each of these stress histories, the rainflow counting method is used to convert them into stress range (Δσ ave ) blocks and Miner's rule is applied on the plain material S-N curve in order to calculate the fatigue damage.
Considering the very limited number of experimental data on plain wrought-iron material near the fatigue limit, a single-slope S-N curve (slope 1/5) with a fatigue limit of Δσ 0 = 183 MPa, defined at N FL =2×10 6 [24] , is used for damage calculations (see Fig. 6(b) ). Since train loading is of variable amplitude loading (see Fig. 6 (a)), the S-N curve is extended below Δσ 0 . Thus, the fatigue damage for a single train passage, which produces k stress blocks, will be given as given in BS 5400 [4] and summing up over the years for which the bridge is in service. For remaining fatigue life calculations, future load evolution is ignored. It is further assumed that the BS 5400 medium traffic is introduced in 1970 and that fatigue damage up to that time can be considered as negligibly small [12] .
Results and discussion
Convergence study
A convergence study was carried out in order to examine the effect of mesh refinement on fatigue damage. Three different mesh densities were investigated parts of which are shown in Fig. 7 .
Differences between mesh 1 and mesh 2 are brought about by increasing the number of elements along the thickness and along the depth of the angle fillet. For mesh 3, the number of elements along the thickness direction and around the fillet radius is increased further, together with the number of elements along the perimeter of the holes. The rivet mesh corresponding to mesh 1 and mesh 2 is the same, whereas, for mesh 3, the number of elements along the rivet shank and around its perimeter is increased. Comparison of the fatigue damage associated with meshes 1 and 2 reveals considerable differences, which, in some cases, may be as high as 50%. By increasing the mesh density further (mesh 3), the differences in damage are significantly reduced with a maximum difference of 15% between meshes 2 and 3. This contrasts the use of the notch tip characteristic stress, which, as is well known, does not converge leading to unbounded fatigue damage as the mesh becomes finer. Fig. 8 suggests that the volume method can alleviate this problem.
The mesh densities used for the convergence study were chosen by considering the practical rules proposed by Chaves and Taylor [28] . In [28] , it was observed that in situations where notches having finite root radius (r>0) are replaced by sharp notches (having notch root radius equal to zero) when the ratio r/L is lower than 5, the zero radius models are conservative and the error is less than 30%. By contrast, zero radius models become too conservative. Regarding mesh density, Chaves and Taylor observed that predictions are accurate and conservative when the ratio between mesh size and r as well as the ratio between mesh size and L are lower than unity. In all other cases, predictions become nonconservative and inaccurate. For all three mesh densities shown in Fig. 7 , the above mentioned rules were satisfied in the majority of the cases with only a few exceptions where the ratios were slightly above the limits. Notwithstanding these observations, the results presented in Fig. 8 demonstrate that convergence is achieved with increased mesh density.
Sensitivity to the critical distance L
In Section 4.1, fatigue damage was found to be relatively mesh-insensitive. However, this damage will, in general, depend on the extent of the volume and hence on the critical distance L. In order to investigate the effect of L, its value is here varied in a systematic way by considering randomness in fatigue properties. As a starting point, use of Eq. (1) and the equation of the S-N curve leads to
where C is the constant in the S-N curve. Table 1 shows the parameters appearing in Eq. (4) and the values used in this study. Also shown in Table 1 are the references on which these particular choices were based. In cases where a single value is reported in the literature, this is also assumed to be the mean value. It is worth noting that although, for the threshold parameter, a coefficient of variation (CoV) of 0.1 has been suggested [29] , this is here increased to 0.2 due to the larger scatter associated with wrought iron manufacturing.
With the choice of distributions presented in Table 1 and in light of Eq. (4), it follows that L will be lognormally distributed. Although, in general, the threshold stress intensity factor ΔK th , the fatigue limit Δσ 0 and the critical distance L are interrelated with each other, here all the random variables used in Eq. (4) are assumed to be statistically independent. Accordingly, the sensitivity study is carried out on the basis of mean, mean plus one standard deviation and mean minus one standard deviation of this lognormal random variable. The different volumes associated with each value of L are considered for the finest mesh (mesh 3), which was presented in Section 4.1. Moreover, the fatigue damage is calculated based on the mean S-N curve and the passage of the BS 5400 train No 7 [4] . The results, which pertain to a 100 MPa rivet clamping stress are shown in Fig. 9 . As can be seen, the estimated fatigue damage displays a degree of sensitivity to the critical distance. This sensitivity appears to depend on the severity of the notch. Thus, for holes associated with the largest notch radius, a small (mean minus one standard deviation) L (and hence volume) appears to result in a considerably higher fatigue damage estimate. In fact, the mean minus one standard deviation fatigue damage estimates, relatively to their counterparts associated with the other critical distance measures (mean and mean plus one standard deviation), appear to increase as the notch becomes milder. Moreover, Fig. 9 demonstrates a spatial variability in fatigue damage, which can help explain the fact that in actual bridges different connection components may fail (broken rivets, cracked fillets etc). For example, according to Fig. 9 , an L realisation of a mean plus one standard deviation in hole 5, coupled with an L realisation of a mean minus one standard deviation in hole 4, would imply that damage could initiate in hole 4 instead of hole 5.
Following the sensitivity study on L, damage calculations for different BS 5400 trains are presented next using the mean value for L in conjunction with the mean S-N curve. Furthermore, in view of the convergence study presented in Section 4.1, and due to the substantially greater CPU running time associated with the finest mesh, these analyses are carried out using the second mesh density (mesh 2, see Fig. 7 ).
Fatigue damage
The damage D l1 is calculated at each location using the TCD and Eq. (3). As in the case of the convergence study, several notch tips are identified within the location and the results for the most damaged are presented here. Further, the results are compared with those presented in [12] . Therein, in order to obtain the damage D g1 , calculations were carried out using a nominal stress history obtained from a crude FE model and was coupled with the class pertaining to riveted wrought iron proposed by Network Rail [32] . It should be noted that, in this case, a single fatigue damage estimate is obtained for the entire connection, since damage calculations are carried out with the use of a detail-specific S-N curve. obtained for a rivet clamping stress of 100 MPa. Fig. 11 depicts the same results for a 200 MPa clamping stress. It can be seen in Fig. 10 and 11 that, in most cases, calculations based on the TCD result in lower fatigue damage estimates (D l1 < D g1 ). However, more crucially, for the critical regions of the connection (hole 5, rivet 3 and angle fillet), the refined model coupled with the TCD predicts higher fatigue damage for the majority of the trains. Comparison of Fig. 10 and 11 reveals that, for the critical regions, the differences between the predictions of the two models are lower in the case of the higher rivet clamping stress of 200 MPa (Fig. 11) . The large differences observed in Fig. 10 and 11 may be partly attributed to the two-slope S-N curve used in the case of the crude model as opposed to the single slope curve used with the present (TCD) model.
Further damage calculations for an assumed period of 37 years (i.e. from 1970 to present day) are carried out using the stress histories of all four trains comprising the BS 5400 medium traffic. Fatigue damage estimates are obtained using the refined model coupled with the TCD (D l ) and the crude model presented in [12] (D g ). The results are presented in Fig. 12 (clamping stress of 100 MPa) and Fig. 13 (clamping stress of 200 MPa), in terms of the ratio D l /D g together with remaining fatigue lives assuming no load evolution.
As in the case of the single trains presented in Fig. 10 and 11 , the use of the TCD results in higher damage estimates for the most critical regions of the connection (hole 5, rivet 3 and angle fillet).
Depending on the clamping stress, damage can be higher by a factor of 3.5. In these critical regions, the differences with the approach described in [12] are, again, reduced for higher clamping stresses. Fig. 12 and 13 reveals the expected beneficial effect of the clamping stress on remaining fatigue life. Fig. 12 and 13 also indicate that hole 5 on the stringer part of the connection (see Fig. 2(b) ) is the most highly damaged part irrespective of the level of clamping. As a result of outof-plane deformations, rivet 3 on the cross-girder part of the connection (see Fig. 2(b) ) appears to be the next most highly damaged part for 100 MPa rivet clamping stress (see Fig. 12 ), whereas the angle fillet assumes second place for a 200 MPa clamping stress.
Comparison of
It is worth noting that damage ranking of the different connection components estimated by using the TCD (Fig. 10 to 13 ) is different from the ranking obtained in [6] where notch stresses were considered. As mentioned previously, points of maximum stress concentration may not be necessarily associated with the highest fatigue damage, which according to the TCD is influenced by the stress distribution ahead of the notch. The results presented in Fig. 10-13 should be viewed within the uncertainty context associated with manufacturing (clamping stress) and material properties (critical distance, S-N curves).
The results presented in this paper were obtained by assuming that in the finite life region the critical distance can be kept constant and equal to its value determined in a near threshold condition.
However, recently it has been shown by Susmel and Taylor [33] that, in order to coherently extend the use of the TCD down to the medium-cycle fatigue regime, the critical distance value has to increase as the number of cycles to failures decreases. The assumption used in this paper, i.e. to keep the critical distance value constant, seems reasonable in practice because it allows a higher margin of safety to be reached and it will always result in conservative fatigue life estimates when the TCD is used to estimate fatigue damage in the medium-cycle fatigue regime. The fact that the critical distance value in the low/medium-cycle fatigue regime is approximately 10 times higher than the corresponding highcycle fatigue value may explain better the high degree of conservatism shown by the analyses presented in this paper.
Conclusions
Following the work carried out in [6] , this paper has presented fatigue damage estimates for a typical, short-span, riveted railway bridge. Calculations were performed using the Theory of Critical Distances (TCD). The TCD, rather than relying on a single, remotely applied stress or the stress at the notch, considers the entire stress field ahead of the notch. This study has demonstrated that, with FE mesh refinement, reasonable convergence is achieved through the use of the TCD. This contrasts the case of considering notch stresses where fatigue damage, with increasing mesh density, becomes unbounded.
By considering the random characteristics of the critical distance L, fatigue damage under the passage of a single train was found to be relatively sensitive to the choice of L. Following this sensitivity study, damage estimates obtained using the TCD were compared with the estimates calculated using the traditional approach i.e., a remotely applied stress coupled with the detail-specific S-N curve. Calculations were carried out for different trains and the differences between the two methods were on the whole found to decrease for larger values of the rivet clamping stress. Under a combined load history, the traditional approach tends to underestimate the fatigue damage of the critical regions of the connection, by a maximum factor of 3.5 in the case of low rivet clamping force.
The appealing features of the TCD are its reliance on straightforward material characterisation and its convergent characteristics. On the other hand, the method requires, at least for 3D bridge applications, considerable post-processing and is in need of further validation using appropriate test results. 
